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Space-Air-Ground-Sea Integrated Networks:
Modeling and Coverage Analysis

Jiajie Xu1, Student Member, IEEE, Mustafa A. Kishk2, Member, IEEE, Mohamed-Slim Alouini1, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Due to its potential to enable global connectivity
in remote locations, such as rural areas and islands, Space-
Air-Ground networks have become an ambitious solution for
terrestrial communication in the sixth generation (6G) wireless
communication network. In this paper, we propose a novel struc-
ture of Space-Air-Ground-Sea integrated networks (SAGSINs) to
study and derive the coverage probability (CP) of users who are
annotated as surface stations (SSs) on the far-reaching ocean
surface that is far away from the coastline. By incorporating
different types of relays such as onshore stations (OSs), tethered
balloons (TBs), high altitude platforms (HAPs), and satellites
(SATs), communication links between the terrestrial core con-
nected base stations (CCBSs) and SSs are established via one of
the four types of relay stations. Considering practical scenarios
with a random distribution of SSs, we model the channel using
the point-to-area model, which is recommended by ITU (for OSs
to SS), the Rician model (for TBs or HAPs to SS), and the
Shadowed-Rician model (for SATs to SS). When the SS’s distance
from the coastline continues to increase from zero, since different
channel models are considered, different relay stations will result
in specific received signal strengths at SSs. The most powerful
relay station will be chosen as the relay at one time. Hence,
as we move away from the coastline, the respective strengths
of the different types of relay stations vary, and hence, the
association preference (among HAPs, OSs, TBs, and SATs) of
the SSs changes leading to a CP value high enough even at
locations far away from the coastline into the ocean. We analyze
the CP using tools from stochastic geometry. Comparisons of CP
between the integrated system with four types of relay stations
and the single relay station system (only one type of relay
station available) are represented. Numerical results verified by
Monte-Carlo simulations reveal insights into the applicability of
SAGSINs.

Index Terms—Space-Air-Ground-Sea Integrated Networks,
Maritime communication, Stochastic Geometry, Coverage Prob-
ability.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

The fifth-generation (5G) cellular communication networks
are getting standardized and more mature in recent years, but
remote locations such as rural areas, islands, and end-users in
the far-reaching ocean surface still can not be connected. A
lot of literature in research on 6G wireless networks, to name
a few [1]–[5], focus on Space-Air-Ground integrated networks
(SAGINs) and attempt to build a globally integrated network.

It is well known that 71% of the earth is covered by water,
and most transnational cargo transportation is done over the
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sea. Added to the rapid development of ocean exploration,
a network that can cover a large-scale and far-reaching ocean
has become an urgent need in order to provide connectivity for
ships and connected underwater systems. Developed from SA-
GINs, Space-Air-Ground-Sea integrated networks (SAGSINs)
have become a promising solution for global connection and
are capable of covering a large-scale and far-reaching ocean
surface and even for underwater applications [6].

The existing literature focus on offshore communications
[7], [8], which can cover sea-surface applications within at
most 100 kilometers away from the coastline. But for the
devices, stations, and users farther from the coastline, the
connection is unavailable. Undoubtedly, Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellites can achieve global connectivity [9], [10], but
the disadvantages of long latency, low data rate, and unsta-
ble connection greatly restrict the explorations with higher
requirements in large-scale and far-reaching ocean, such as
marine environmental monitoring or underwater communica-
tion [11], [12] achieved by Underwater Internet of Things
(UIoT), underwater terrain exploration or mapping [13] ex-
ecuted by autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), underwater
sensor and communication systems for target detection and
tracking [14], to name a few [15]–[18], where all of these
applications require a high data rate and stable communication
between surface stations or end-users and terrestrial core
connected base station (CCBS). Motivated by the requirements
of wireless communication in a large-scale and far-reaching
ocean, a Space-Air-Ground-Sea integrated network is proposed
to provide a reliable connection to applications in a large-
scale ocean, for example, fishing boats in various marine
fishing areas, offshore oil/gas drilling platforms, transoceanic
freighters, and marine environment monitoring base stations,
etc. In this paper, the SAGSIN structure with four different
types of relay stations, including OS, TB, HAP, and SAT, is
proposed, and its CP for surface stations/users is analyzed.

B. Practical implementation of SAGSIN

In this paper, we propose a communication structure of
Space-Air-Ground-Sea integrated networks (SAGSINs), aimed
at wireless communication over the sea or underwater in a
large area such as the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, the
Indian Ocean, and so on. Considering the practical implemen-
tations or application scenarios for SAGSIN, communication is
required between the inland stations to some offshore oil rigs,
which are hundreds of kilometers from the coast. Communi-
cation links can be established, and unmanned systems can be
built in the future. Besides that, unmanned systems can also be
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built in offshore wind farms. Marine fisheries are an important
economic activity in many countries, and SAGSIN can provide
a better communication performance to the large fishing boats
in the Atlantic and the Pacific. Regarding the underwater
application scenarios, SAGSIN can be used to connect to
the underwater stations placed along with the underwater oil
pipelines and fiber cables, which can monitor the oil pipelines
and fiber cables and provide information in time in case of
damage.

C. Related work

Whether it is an underwater wireless sensor network, an
autonomous underwater vehicle, a marine robot, a sea surface
station, or an unmanned surface vehicle, a stable commu-
nication link is required between the user (on the surface
or underwater) and the terrestrial stations. This link requires
a non-terrestrial (aerial or space) station to act as a relay.
Authors in [5], [19]–[21] explore the development of future
communication networks from different perspectives, such
as machine learning-assisted wireless networks, integrated
networks paying more attention to the marine communication,
etc. All of the work implies the need for integrated network
research.

Besides that, the urgent need for SAGSINs comes from
the basic fact that the covered range of ground-station-based
networks is limited to about 15 km away from the coastline.
In [7], land-to-ship measurements show that destructive and
constructive interferences exist within a communication dis-
tance of 200∼500 m. Near sea-surface communications are
executed in [8] with a maximum route distance of 10 km. In
[22], authors simulate a system composed of land stations that
are designed to provide maritime wireless communication for
ocean ships, including large ships and small ships. The large
ships form a backbone mesh network that can provide network
connections for themselves and smaller ships nearby. Authors
in [23] perform experiments between a mobile single-antenna
ship-borne transmitter and a fixed terrestrial receiver over the
sea surface, and the communication distance extended from
15 km to 45 km. In [24], long-range (LR) Wi-Fi extends the
connectivity to 60 km over the oceans using heterogeneous
networks and relay nodes. Authors in [25] propose to build
a broadband and broadcast/multicast maritime communication
network to enhance the CP of the ocean of things. In this paper,
shore towers, insular towers, and seaborne floating towers
are included providing a hybrid communication link, and the
concepts of ”one-to-one” and ”one-to-all” are quite suitable
for a regional application scenario. However, for the coverage
capacity of thousands of kilometers over the sea, the cost of
the network needs to be further considered.

Aerial stations can act as relay stations to provide connectiv-
ity to the users on the sea surface. Considering the unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) assisted mobile relay communication
is limited by the capacity of wireless backhaul link between
the UAV and the ground station, authors in [26] propose a
caching UAV-assisted decode-and-forward relay communica-
tion and the semi-closed-form expression of the UAV’s optimal
placement was derived for one single user. In this paper, the

advantages and optimizable characteristics (in the horizontal
direction) of mobile aerial relay stations are well studied.
Work in [27] considers a scenario in which the offshore
communication range is highly dependent on the height of the
communication nodes. Hence, a position control approach for
airborne multi-hop networks is proposed to take full advantage
of the signal reflections on the sea surface. In this paper,
different coverage performances related to different heights
of the relays are revealed. Combining the research of [26] and
[27], it is easy to understand that we can design an integrated
network considering the directions of horizontal and vertical
to achieve a better coverage performance. In [28], field tests
made by the Norwegian university of science and technology
demonstrate the feasibility of UAV providing communication
connections to AUV (the AUV was on the sea surface).

Satellites can also provide connectivity to the users on the
sea surface. As early as 1989 [29], Japanese scientists con-
ducted satellite-based communications between ship stations
and ground stations, and the data rate was 64 kbps. In [30],
a survey about maritime Internet of Things based on satellite-
terrestrial communication networks shows that the one-way
transmission delays ups to 270 ms and 40 ms for GEO and
LEO. In [31], Chinese first mobile satellite communications
system, Tiantong-1, as China’s first mobile satellite communi-
cations system [31], can provide voice, short message, and
low-speed data services, with a peak rate of 9.6 kbps. In
[32], high throughput is achieved by satellite EchoStar-19.
However, satellite-based communications are easily affected
by climate and the marine environment, resulting in low
reliability. Work in [33] provides an overview of the space-
based network for maritime surveillance based on information
sharing and evaluates the CP. [33] shows the cognitive relay-
based architecture for satellite-to-ground communication with
a multi-band spectrum sensing operating on both free-space
optical and radio frequency bands is available. It means that
the structure of multiple aerial relay stations is feasible. Works
on maritime Internet of Things can also be found in [34]–[36].

D. Contributions

In this paper, to provide stable and high-speed commu-
nication for maritime applications over large-scale and far-
reaching oceans, a novel SAGSIN architecture is proposed.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• The proposed SAGSIN introduces a cooperative commu-
nication structure between the CCBSs and SSs consid-
ering a realistic and generic scenario. Considering the
different advantages and disadvantages of different types
of relay stations, this work is the first to combine multiple
relays and attempt to cover an extended area over the sea
at large distances from the shoreline. Four different types
of relay stations (OS, TB, HAP, SAT) can be selected
and associated in order to achieve stable and high-speed
communication.

• A more accurate model is established, assisted with multi-
ple channel models and consideration of the randomness
of the relays and SSs. Considering the realistic propa-
gation environment, different channels are applied in the
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ground-sea surface, the air-sea surface, and the space-
sea surface links, including the channel recommended by
ITU (for OS to SS), Rician channel (for TB or HAP
to SS), and Shadowed-Rician channel (for SAT to SS).
Tools from stochastic geometry are used to model the
randomness of the four different types of relay stations
and SSs. Besides that, interference that comes from the
same tier of the relay station is analyzed.

• A clear and accurate analytical framework is built, which
helps to raise some insights into practical application.
Based on the constructed framework of SAGSIN, we
analyze the association probability between the SS and
each type of relay station for different values of the
distance between the SS and the coastline. CP is analyzed
considering the interference that comes from the same tier
of the relay station. The analytical framework evaluated in
this paper serves as a solid foundation and powerful tool
for future research of SAGSIN and provides a necessary
reference for maritime communication in large-scale and
far-reaching oceans.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
section II, we detail the system model of the SAGSIN consid-
ered with the different channels and several key assumptions.
Distance distributions between SS and different relay stations
are calculated in section III. Then, we carry out CP analysis in
section IV, calculating the final expression of CP for surface
end-users or stations in large-scale and far-reaching oceans.
Numerical results generated by Monte-Carlo simulations are
illustrated in section V to corroborate our CP analysis and
insights. Finally, section VI concludes this article.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Architecture

Different from the single relay communication structure
between the sea-surface device and terrestrial core-connected
base stations (CCBS), we propose to build an integrated
network between CCBS and surface stations (SSs). We know
that the coverage range of an aerial station is related to its
height (which will be explained mathematically in the next
Section). In order to achieve a non-gap coverage range, we
need aerial relay stations with different heights. Hence, we
can have choices of onshore stations (OSs), unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), tethered balloons (TBs), low altitude plat-
forms (LAPs), high altitude platforms (HAPs), and satellites
(SATs). Considering the limitation of energy and coverage
performance, a proposed SAGSIN is shown in Fig. 1. In this
figure, we have four different types of relay stations: onshore
stations (OSs), tethered balloons (TBs), high altitude platforms
(HAPs), and satellites (SATs), to provide a better communi-
cation link between SSs and CCBSs in different ranges of
the distance between the SS and the coastline. Although, each
single relay station can act as the relay station alone between
CCBS and SS. However, as the distance between the SS and
the coastline increase, the four different types of relay stations
will achieve the best communication performance in turn.

As shown in Fig. 1, we have different channel models
between the SS and the four considered types of relay stations,

which are inspired by existing literature [37], [38]. Distances
between SS and four relay stations are also marked as Dos,
Dtb, Dhap, Dsat. Xss is the distance between the SS and the
coastline. We can assume that the relay stations (for example,
OSs) are placed in a two-dimensional area on the ground.
However, when the SS chooses its target relay from the tier of
OS, only the nearest OS will be selected (which must be close
to the coastline), and the OSs far away from the coastline will
most commonly be ignored. In this way, we can expect that
all the potential target OSs are close to the coastline. So, we
can assume the relay stations are subject to a one-dimensional
Poisson Point Process (1D-PPP) along with the coastline (y-
axis). Finally, the grey arrows mean communication links
between the CCBS and the four types of relays. Since we
are focusing on the downlink between the SSs and the four
different types of relays, so it will not be considered in this
paper.

Shadowed Rician channel

Rician channel

Rician channel

ITU recommended channel

CCBS
OS

TB

HAP

Satellite

Surface station x

y

!!"

!#$

!"%#

"""

!&%'

CCBS: core connected base station
OS: onshore station
TB: tethered balloon

Fig. 1: SAGSIN communication system.

We use tools from stochastic geometry to model the loca-
tions of the four types of relay stations as well as the SSs,
as shown in Fig. 2. In the considered model, the coastline
denotes the y-axis, the x-axis is perpendicular to the coastline
with its positive direction toward the sea, and the z-axis is
perpendicular to sea level. We perform our analysis for a given
x coordinate (distance from the coastline) of the SS, Xss. OSs
and TBs are placed over the coastline, so the x coordinates of
OS and TB, Xos, Xtb, are 0. Xhap is the distance between the
HAP and the coastline. On the y-axis, SS, OS, TB, and HAP
are modeled as 1D-PPPs with given densities γos, γtb, γhap.
On the z-axis, the heights of SS, OS, TB, and HAP are noted
as hss, hos, htb, hhap, and all of them are known. Therefore,
the Euclidean distance between the SS and the relay station
(for example, OS) can be represented as

Dos =

(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2

os + (hos − hss)2, (1)
where Yos is subjects to 1D-PPP distribution.

Besides that, some critical aspects of the proposed SAGSIN
should be clarified.

• In communication, due to relay stations in different tiers
(OS or TB or HAP, or SAT) using different spectrums,
there will be no intra-interference from different types of
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Fig. 2: Distribution model of each relay station and SS.

relays. For each tier of the relay station, the spectrum
is divided into multiple sub-frequencies, and each sub-
frequency can be occupied by one SS.

• At one time, a SS can connect to one relay station,
but a relay station can connect to multiple SSs with
different sub-frequencies. A SS connects to its selected
relay station (in the tier with the highest association
probability), which should be the nearest relay station
in the tier. In this event, the relay station is regarded as
a tagged station, and the SS is regarded as the target SS.

• All of the other relay stations in the same tier as the
tagged station and using the same sub-frequency to
communicate with other SSs are regarded as interference
at the target SS.

B. Channel models

For different types of relay stations, different channel
models are applied. For OSs, the International Telecommu-
nication Union (ITU) gives the recommended channel model
to describe point-to-area communication. For TB and HAP,
communication links between them and SS are similar, and
the Rician channel model is applied, which is widely used in
literature. The Shadowed-Rician channel will be applied for
SATs to SSs communication.

1) Channel between SSs and OSs: As recommended by
ITU, for point-to-area communication with a frequency range
from 30 MHz to 4000 MHz, the channel model is widely used
for terrestrial and offshore wireless communication [6],[32]
and is shown as follows.

E(d)=






106.9− 20 log( d
1000

) + 2.38

1− exp( −d

8940
)

log( 50

t
),

d ≥ 1000 m

106.9−20 log(dinf )+
(Esup−106.9+20 log(dinf )) log(

dslope(d)
dinf

)

log(
dsup
dinf

)
,

40 < d < 1000 m

106.9− 20 log
 d2+(hos−hss)2

106


, d ≤ 40 m

where E(d) with the unit of dB(µV/m),




dinf =

(0.04)2 + 10−6(hos − hss)2

dsup =

12 + 10−6(hos − hss)2

dslope(d) =

(d/1000)2 + 10−6(hos − hss)2

, (2)

and Esup = E(1000), d is the propagation distance in meters,
t is the percentage time, and it will be regarded as 1 [37].
Hence, the basic transmission loss equivalent to a given field
strength is given by:

LITU(d) = −139.3 + E(d)− 20 log(
f

106
) dB

= 100.1(−139.3+E(d)−20 log(f/106)), (3)
where LITU(d) is the transmission loss, E(d) is the field
strength for 1 kW effective radiated power (e.r.p.) in
dB(µV/m), f is the frequency in Hz. So, the received power
through ITU recommended channel is

Pr = Pt10
0.1(−139.3+E(d)−20 log(f/106))gtgr, (4)

where gt is the transmit antenna gain, gr is the receive antenna
gain.

2) Channel model between TBs or HAPs and SSs: The
Channel model between TB or HAP and SSs is regarded as
Rician channel [39], and shown as follows:

Pr = Hgtgr, (5)
where gt and gr are transmitter antenna gain and receiver
antenna gain, H is the received signal power, and H = g(A) =
A2

2 , where A is the envelope of the received signal passed the
Rician channel, and we have

fA(a) =
a

σ2
exp


− a2 + Z2(d)

2σ2


I0(

Z(d)× a

σ2
),

where Z(d) ≥ 0, a ≥ 0, and a is the envelope of the received
signal, σ2 is the deviation of the scattering signal power, Z
is the amplitude of the dominant signal, which is based on
propagation distance d, I0(·) is the modified Bessel Function
of the first kind and zero order. For the dominant signal, we
can have

Z2(d) = Pt(
λ

4πd
)α,

where Z(d) is the peak amplitude of the dominant signal,
Pt is the transmit power, α is the path loss exponent, λ
is the wavelength of the signal, and d is the propagation
distance. The Rician distribution is often described in terms of
a parameter K, known as the Rician factor, and is expressed
as:

K(d) = 10 log10
Z2(d)

2σ2
dB.

So we can have the expectation of H:

E[H] =
E

A2



2
= Vara +


E[A]

2
,

where Vara = 2σ2+Z2(d)− πσ2

2 L2
1
2

−Z2(d)
2σ2


is the variance

of A, E[A] = σ


π
2L 1

2

−Z2(d)
2σ2


, and La(x) denotes a

Laguerre polynomial of degree a for input x.
3) Channel model between SAT and SSs: Shadowed-Rician

(SR) channel model [38] is applied widely in literature in the
communication link between SAT and SS. The received signal
power can be written as follows.

Pr = Pt(
λ

4πd
)αsatgtgrswr, (6)

where Pt is the transmit power, λ is the wavelength of the
carrier signal, αsat is the path loss exponent, d is the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, gt, gr and s are the
transmitter antenna gain, receiver antenna gain and the average
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rain attenuation, wr is the SR fading in power which has a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) shown as follows.

Fwr (w)

=(
2b0m

2b0m+ Ω
)m

∞

z=0

 (m)z
z!Γ(z + 1)

(
Ω

2b0m+ Ω
)zγ(z + 1,

1

2b0
w)


,

where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function, γ(·, ·) is the Lower
incomplete gamma function, (m)z is the Pochhammer symbol,
and m, b0,Ω are the factors of the SR fading.

C. Assoication policy and CP
To make full use of the SAGSIN and achieve the best CP,

SS will connect to the strongest relay among the nearest relay
of four different tiers (OSs, TBs, HAPs, and SATs). Hence,
the CP can be written as:

Pcov


SINR > τ



= AosP

SINRos > τ


+AtbP


SINRtb > τ



+AhapP

SINRhap > τ


+AsatP


SINRsat > τ



= Aos(Dos)P
Pr,os(Dos)

Ios + σ2
n

> τ

+Atb(Dtb)P

Pr,tb(Dtb)

Itb + σ2
n

> τ


+Ahap(Dhap)P
Pr,hap(Dhap)

Ihap + σ2
n

> τ


+Asat(Dsat)P
Pr,sat(Dsat)

σ2
n

> τ

, (7)

where Ai(Di), i ∈ {os, tb, hap, sat} means the probability
that the nearest relay station of the tier i is the strongest, and
it is based on the nearest distance in each tier Di. SINRi,
i ∈ {os, tb, hap, sat} are the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) of the nearest relay station of the tier i. Pr,i(Di),
i ∈ {os, tb, hap, sat} is the desired received signal power at
the SS from its associated relay at tier i which is based on
the nearest distance in the tier, Di. σ2

n and τ are the noise
power and the decoding threshold, which are assumed to be
known. Regarding the SAT, there is no interference since each
SS will be covered by one SAT. Ij , j ∈ {os, tb, hap} is
the interference of the nearest relay station in the tier of j.
Regarding the interference in each tier, the second nearest
relay station in each tier will be considered as the main
source of interference, and the second nearest distance, Dj,2,
j ∈ {os, tb, hap}, will be taken into calculation exactly.
Regarding the interference, except for the second nearest relay
station, such as the third, fourth, and fifth nearest relay stations,
etc., the influence of them will be calculated approximately,
and the expectation of it can be derived into a function based
on the second nearest distance Dj,2. Hence, the interference
in each tier can be derived into a function based on the second
nearest distance in each tier. So, we can have the CP as
follows.

Pcov


SINR > τ



= Aos(Dos)P
 Pr,os(Dos)

Ios(Dos,2) + σ2
n

> τ


+Atb(Dtb)P
 Pr,tb(Dtb)

Itb(Dtb,2) + σ2
n

> τ


+Ahap(Dhap)P
 Pr,hap(Dhap)

Ihap(Dhap,2) + σ2
n

> τ


+Asat(Dsat)P
Pr,sat(Dsat)

σ2
n

> τ

. (8)

III. DISTRIBUTIONS OF DISTANCES BETWEEN SS AND THE
FOUR TYPES OF RELAYS

In order to calculate the received signal power and signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the four different types
of relays, it is necessary to compute the propagation distance
distribution between each type of relay station and SS. Since
SS will connect to the strongest relay among the nearest of
each tier, the nearest distance between SS and OS or TB, or
HAP is modeled as follows.





Dos =


(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2
os + (hos − hss)2

Dtb =


(Xss −Xtb)2 + Y 2
tb + (htb − hss)2

Dhap =


(Xss −Xhap)2 + Y 2
hap + (hhap − hss)2

, (9)

where Xos, and Xtb are 0 (over the coastline), Xhap can
be set as required or optimized to achieve a better coverage
performance, hos, htb, hhap, and hss are known, Xss is given,
Yos, Ytb, Yhap are the distances from the projection of the SS
on the y-axis to the nearest OS, TB, and HAP, all of those are
modeled as 1D-PPP with densities of γos, γtb, and γhap. The
distribution of the nearest distance between each type of relay
station and SSs is calculated as follows. OS, TB, and HAP
will be discussed first, and SAT will be discussed afterward.

Lemma 1. The PDFs of the nearest distance and the n-th
nearest distance in 1D-PPP with the density of γ are given by
[40]

fD1
(d1) = γe−γd1 , (10)

fDn(dn) =
γndn−1

n

(n− 1)!
e−γdn . (11)

Then the PDFs of Dos, Dtb, and Dhap are given by
fDos(dos)

=
γosdos exp


− γos


d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2




d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2

 1
2

,

(12)

where dos ≥

(Xss −Xos)2 + (hos − hss)2.

fDtb(Dtb)

=
γtbDtb exp


− γtb


D2

tb − (Xss −Xtb)2 − (htb − hss)2



D2

tb −X2
ss − (htb − hss)2

 1
2

,

(13)

where Dtb ≥

(Xss −Xtb)2 + (htb − hss)2.

fDhap(Dhap)

=
γhapDhap exp


−γhap


D2

hap−(Xss−Xhap)2−(hhap−hss)2



D2

hap−

Xss−Xhap

2−(hhap−hss)2
 1

2

,

(14)

where Dhap ≥

(Xss −Xhap)2 + (hos − hss)2.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Besides the nearest distances, Dos, Dtb, and Dhap, we
will calculate the exact value of the second nearest dis-
tances, which will be regarded as the primary source of
interference and the approximation of the other interfer-
ence will also be considered later. As we have Dos =
(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2

os + (hos − hss)2, where Yos is the near-
est distance in 1D-PPP, we can also have Dos,i =
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(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2

os,i + (hos − hss)2, i = 2, 3, 4, · · · , which
is the i-th nearest distance related to the i-th nearest interfering
relay station, and Yos,i is the i-th nearest distance in 1D-PPP.
Based on fYos(yos) = γose

−γosyos , we can calculate the PDF
of Yos,2 and Dos,2 in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2. The distribution of Yos,2 conditioned on Yos is
given by [41]

f

yos,2|yos


= γos exp


− γos(yos,2 − yos)


. (15)

So, the CDF of Dos,2 conditioned on yos is
FDos,2


dos,2|yos



= 1−exp

−γos


d2os,2−(Xss−Xos)2−(hos−hss)2−yos


. (16)

Proof. See Appendix B.

Based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
second nearest distance conditioned on the nearest distance
in (16) and Dos =


(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2

os + (hos − hss)2, we
can get the PDF of the second nearest distance conditioned
on the nearest distance as shown in (17) (at the top of next
page). The derivation of PDFs of the second nearest distance
conditioned on the nearest distance between SS and TB or
HAP is very similar to OS. For simplicity, we give the final
expressions in (18) and (19) (at the top of next page), where
γtb and γhap are the densities of TB and HAP. The distribution
of the distance to the second nearest relay station in each
tier is important for the analysis of SINR since it represents
the nearest interferer, which will be critical in our proposed
dominant-interferer approximation.

The SAT is different from the other three types of relay
stations since one SS will connect to only one SAT at one time.
Due to the high cost of satellite communication, the position
of each satellite is calculated, especially for Low Earth Orbit
satellites. Therefore, avoiding duplication of coverage to users
(without interference) is one of the important tasks of satellite
design [38], [42], [43]. Hence, there is no interference during
satellite-based communication in this paper. We assume that a
given number of SATs are evenly distributed in the low Earth
orbit (LEO) at a given height hsat. The distance between the
SAT and the SS on the sea surface can be shown in Fig. 3,
and the distribution of the distance between SAT and SS can
be calculated as follows.

Lemma 3. Assuming nsat satellites uniformly distributed over
a spherical surface with radius rd con-centric with the earth,
the CDF of Dsat is [44]
FDsat(dsat) = 1− P(Dsat > dsat)

=






0 , dsat<hsat

1−

1− 1

π
arccos(1− d2sat−h2

sat
2rerd

)
nsat , hsat≤dsat≤dmax

sat

1−

1− 1

π
arccos( re

rd
)
nsat , dsat>dmax

sat

,

(20)
where nsat is the number of SAT, rd = hsat+re is the distance
between the center of Earth and the LEO satellite, re is the
Earth radius, hsat is the height of LEO satellite over the Earth
surface, zd = rd−hd is the height of the Spherical Cap (which
is shwon in Fig. 3), hd =

D2
sat−h2

sat

2re
is the thickness of the

Spherical Cap, dmax
sat =


h2
sat + 2hsatre.

Proof. See Appendix C.

Besides the distributions of the distance between the four
different types of relay stations and SSs, constraints on com-
munication distance between the relay station and SS must be
considered. Due to the fact that the Earth is a sphere rather
than a plane, any connection via a straight-line propagation
path is limited by the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver. As shown in Fig. 4, due to the Earth being a sphere
instead of a plane, space/air-sea surface communication can
not get through the earth. Therefore, there must be a maximum
propagation distance in the space/air-to-sea surface link, and
it depends on the transmitter’s and receiver’s heights. Derived
from the geometry, we can calculate the maximum line-of-
sight communication distance between two objects in the air
and on the Earth’s surface as follows.





sin(β)
re+hy

= sin(90°+φ)
re+hx

β = arcsin


(re+hy) sin(90°+φ)
re+hx



d =
(re+hy) sin(90°−φ−β)

sin(β)

, (21)

where re is the radius of the Earth, d is the propagation
distance, hx and hy are two heights of the relay station, and
SS, φ is the pitch angle of the arrived signal at the end-user
on the ground. Based on (21), when φ = 0°, the transmitted
signal from the aerial station will be a tangent to the earth (a
sphere). At this time, the distance between the end-user and
the aerial station is the longest distance, and dmax is indicated
as the maximum propagation distance. Hence, the maximum
line-of-sight communication distance between two objects in
the air and on the Earth’s surface is clarified in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. The maximum propagation distance between the
SS and OS, TB, HAP, or SAT can be given by






dmax
os =


(re + hos)2 − (re + hss)2

dmax
tb =


(re + htb)2 − (re + hss)2

dmax
hap =


(re + hhap)2 − (re + hss)2

dmax
sat =


(re + hsat)2 − (re + hss)2

, (22)

where hss, hos, hhap, hsat denote heights of SS, OS, TB, HAP,
and SAT.

IV. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CP

In this section, we will provide the mathematical analysis of
the CP of the SAGSIN and get the final expression of the CP.
An example of the nearest distance and interfering distance is
shown in Fig. 5. Assuming that the tagged relay station is an
OS, the nearest distance between the tagged OS and the target
SS is noted as Dos, and other OSs are regarded as interference
with interfering distances Dos,i. So we can model the interfer-
ing distances Dos,i and interfering OSs, Ios,i, as {Dos,i|Ios,i ∈
Φos, i = 2, 3, 4, · · · }, where Φos is the set of the interfering
OSs. Similarly, we can have the model of interference in each
tier as {Dj,i|Ij,i ∈ Φj , j = {os, tb, hap, sat}, i = 2, 3, 4, · · · }.
Since the SS connects with the nearest relay station, Dj is
always less than Dj,i, j = {os, tb, hap, sat}, i = 2, 3, 4, · · · .
Besides that, according to (22), the maximum propagation
distances between SS and each relay station are marked as
dmax
os , dmax

tb , dmax
hap , dmax

sat , and the propagation distances of both
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fDos,2


dos,2|dos


=

γos exp

− γos


d2os,2 − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2 −


d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2



d−1
os,2


d2os,2 − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2

. (17)

fDtb,2


dtb,2|dtb


=

γtb exp

− γtb


d2tb,2 − (Xss −Xtb)2 − (htb − hss)2 −


d2tb − (Xss −Xtb)2 − (htb − hss)2



d−1
tb,2


d2tb,2 − (Xss −Xtb)2 − (htb − hss)2

. (18)

fDhap,2


dhap,2|dhap


=

γhap exp

− γhap


d2hap,2 − (Xss −Xhap)2 − (hhap − hss)2 −


d2hap − (Xss −Xhap)2 − (hhap − hss)2



d−1
hap,2


d2hap,2 − (Xss −Xhap)2 − (hhap − hss)2

.

(19)

Spherical cap

!!"#$"%
ℎ!"#

#&

$'#'
%

$(

&!"#

ℎ'

Earth
LEO

Fig. 3: Distance between SS and SAT.

ℎ!

90° + ∅

'

Earth

Relay
Station

(

ℎ"
SS

)#

)

*

Fig. 4: Maximum propagation distance between end user and
relay station.

the desired signal and the interference signal are less than the
maximum. During the communication of SAT and SS, there
is no interference, which means that at one time, each SS can
only be covered by one SAT, which is the tagged SAT.

Target SS

Tagged OS
!!"

!!",$Interfering "!",$

Fig. 5: Coverage model between SS and OS.

In order to calculate the CP of the SAGSIN, we need to

compute the desired signal power, which is related to the
nearest distance in each tier, and then the strongest relay will
be chosen as the tagged relay. The association probability of
each tier will be calculated according to the association policy.
Finally, the total CP will be derived.

A. Desired received signal power at SS from each type of
relay station

In a SAGSIN, a comparison of desired received power from
each type of relay station should be executed to decide which
kind of relay station will be selected as the tagged station.
Desired signal power comes from different relay stations with
different channels, which are shown in section II and can be
written as follows.

1) Desired signal power from OS to SS:

Pr,os(Dos) = Pt,os10
0.1LITU(Dos)gost gssr

= Pt,os10
0.1


−139.3+E(Dos)−20 log(fos/10

6)

gost gssr

≜ Cr,osA(Dos), (23)
whereLITU(Dos) and E(Dos) are shown in (3), fos is the
frequency, A(Dos) = 100.1E(Dos) is a function based on Dos,

and Cr,os = Pt,os ×100.1

−139.3−20 log(fos/10

6)

gost gssr is a

constant.
2) Desired signal power from TB to SS:

Pr,tb(Dtb) ≜ Cr,tbB(Dtb), (24)

where Cr,tb = gtbt gssr is a constant, B(Dtb) = Hr,tb(Dtb),
and we have

E

Hr,tb(Dtb)


= 2σ2

tb + Z2
tb(Dtb)−

πσ2
tb

2
L2

1
2

−Z2
tb(Dtb)

2σ2
tb



+

σtb


π

2
L 1

2

−Z2
tb(Dtb)

2σ2
tb

2

,

where 10 log10
Z2

tb(Dtb)

2σ2
tb

≜ Ktb which is given in dB and

Z2
tb(Dtb) = Pt,tb(

λtb

4πDtb
)αtb , and λtb is the wavelength.

3) Desired signal power from HAP to SS:

Pr,hap(Dhap) ≜ Cr,hapC(Dhap), (25)

where Cr,hap = ghapt gssr is a constant, C(Dhap) =
Hr,hap(Dhap), and we have

E

Hr,hap(Dhap)


=2σ2

hap+Z2
hap(Dhap)−

πσ2
hap

2
L2

1
2

−Z2
hap(Dhap)

2σ2
hap



+

σhap


π

2
L 1

2

−Z2
hap(Dhap)

2σ2
hap

2

,
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where 10 log10
Z2

hap(Dhap)

2σ2
hap

≜ Khap which is given in dB

and Z2
hap(Dhap) = Pt,hap(

λhap

4πDhap
)αhap , and λhap is the

wavelength.
4) Desired signal power from SAT to SS:

Pr,sat(Dsat) ≜ Cr,satD(Dsat), (26)

where Cr,sat = Pt,sat(
λsat

4π )αsatgsatt gssr swr is a constant, λsat

is the wavelength, D(Dsat) =
1

D
αsat
sat

, and we have

Fwr (w)

=
 2b0m

2b0m+ Ω

m
∞

z=0

 (m)z
z!Γ(z +1)

 Ω

2b0m+Ω

z
γ

z +1,

1

2b0
w


,

where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function, γ(·, ·) is the Lower
incomplete gamma function, (m)z is the Pochhammer symbol,
and m, b0,Ω are the factors of the SR fading.

B. Association probability of each tier of relay station
In cooperative SAGSINs with four different types of relay

stations, the association probability of each type of relay
station means the probability that the SS at a given distance
from the coastline will associate with this type of relay station.
The association probability is decided by the desired received
signal power from each type of relay. The total CP equals the
summation of the associated probability of each tier times the
CP of each tier, and with the given distance between SS and
coastline, Xss, it can be written as:

Pcov


SINR > τ



= EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


SINRos > τ |Dos, Dos,2



+ EDtb,2EDtb


Atb(Dtb)P


SINRtb > τ |Dtb, Dtb,2



+ EDhap,2EDhap


Ahap(Dhap)P


SINRhap > τ |Dhap, Dhap,2



+ EDsat


Asat(Dsat)P


SINRsat > τ |Dsat


, (27)

where Aos(Dos), Atb(Dtb), Ahap(Dhap), Asat(Dsat) are
four association probabilities, Pos


SINRos > τ |Dos, Dos,2


,

Ptb


SINRtb > τ |Dtb, Dtb,2


, Phap


SINRhap >

τ |Dhap, Dhap,2


, Psat


SINRsat > τ |Dsat


are four CP

in each relay station tier, τ is the given threshold of the
received SINR to enable signal decoding.

Theorem 1. Association probability is the probability that a
particular type of relay will be selected as the tagged relay.
The association probability of OS is calculated as follows.

Aos(Dos) =

 ∞

d′
tb


(dtb ≤ dmax

tb )

B(dtb) <

Cr,os

Cr,tb
A(Dos)



+ (dtb > dmax
tb )


fDtb(dtb)ddtb

×
 ∞

d′
hap


(dhap ≤ dmax

hap )

C(dhap) <

Cr,os

Cr,hap
A(Dos)



+ (dhap > dmax
hap )


fDhap(dhap)ddhap

×

1− FDsat


D−1 Cr,os

Cr,sat
A(Dos)


, (28)

where




d′os =

(Xss −Xos)2 + (hss − hos)2

d′tb =

(Xss −Xtb)2 + (hss − htb)2

d′hap =

(Xss −Xhap)2 + (hss − hhap)2

, (29)

and we can find that the association probability of OS is based
on the nearest distance between the SS and the OS, Dos.

Proof. See Appendix D.

Remark 1. In (28), we can find the association policy clearly,
which is the comparison of the four strongest received signals
in the four tiers. We can also notice that the association
probability is a combination of the comparison of received
signal power and the comparison between the parameter
Xss and the related maximum coverage range. Besides that,
we can find the CP of the four different relay stations,
P(SINRi ≥ τ), i ∈ {OS, TB,HAP, SAT}, is not involved.
Hence, the situation that the association probability of one
particular tier is not zero, but that the CP of the tier is zero
may happen, or the opposite may happen, which means that
sometimes, the SS may not be covered by the SAGSIN, and
the summation of CPs of the four different relay stations does
not equal to 1.

The derivation approach of association probabilities of TB,
HAP, and SAT are similar to OS’s, so we provide the calcula-
tion process of Aos in the appendix in detail and list the final
expressions of Atb(Dtb), Ahap(Dhap), Asat(Dsat) while the
proof is omitted.

Atb(Dtb)

=

 ∞

d′os


(dos ≤ dmax

os )

A(dos) <

Cr,tb

Cr,os
B(Dtb)



+ (dos > dmax
os )


fDos(dos)ddos

×
 ∞

d′
hap


(dhap ≤ dmax

hap )

C(dhap) <

Cr,tb

Cr,hap
B(Dtb)



+ (dhap > dmax
hap )


fDhap(dhap)ddhap

×

1− FDsat


D−1 Cr,tb

Cr,sat
B(Dtb)


, (30)

Ahap(Dhap)

=

 ∞

d′os


(dos ≤ dmax

os )

A(dos) <

Cr,hap

Cr,os
C(Dhap)



+ (dos > dmax
os )


fDos(dos)ddos

×
 ∞

d′
tb


(dtb ≤ dmax

tb )

B(dtb) <

Cr,hap

Cr,tb
C(Dhap)



+ (dtb > dmax
tb )


fDtb(dtb)ddtb

×

1− FDsat


D−1Cr,hap

Cr,sat
C(Dhap)


, (31)

Asat(Dsat)

=

 ∞

d′os


(dos ≤ dmax

os )

A(dos) <

Cr,sat

Cr,os
D(Dsat)



+ (dos > dmax
os )


fDos(dos)ddos

×
 ∞

d′
tb


(dtb ≤ dmax

tb )

B(dtb) <

Cr,sat

Cr,tb
D(Dsat)



+ (dtb > dmax
tb )


fDtb(dtb)ddtb
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×
 ∞

d′
hap


(dhap ≤ dmax

hap )

C(dhap) <

Cr,sat

Cr,hap
D(Dsat)



+ (dhap > dmax
hap )


fDhap(dhap)ddhap, (32)

where Cr,os, Cr,tb, Cr,hap, Cr,sat, A(dos), B(dtb), C(dhap),
D(dsat) can be found in (23), (24), (25), (26), PDF of Dos,
Dtb, Dhap, Dsat are shown in Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, dmax

os ,
dmax
tb , dmax

hap , dmax
sat are maximum communication distances of

OS, TB, HAP, SAT which are shown in Lemma 4.

C. Interference at SS from each type of relay station

Considering each relay station in SAGSIN, SINR of OS, TB,
and HAP are needed, as shown in (8). Here we will derive the
interference, Ios(Dos,2), in the tier of OS, and the interference
of TB and HAP can be calculated easily in the same way.

Since the second nearest relay station is the main source of
interference, we will calculate the effect of the second nearest
relay station exactly and take an expectation over the other
interfering relay stations based on the second nearest distance.
Hence, according to the channel model shown in (23), the
approximation of the interference in the tier of OS can be
written as:

Ios = Cr,osA(Dos,2) + E[Ios,3], (33)

where Dos,2 =

(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2

os,2 + (hos − hss)2 which
is the second nearest distance between OSs and the SS, E[Ios,3]
is the expectation of the interference made by the relay stations
including the third nearest distance and further interfering
stations. Based on Campbell’s theorem [40], we can calculate
the expectation of the interference made by the third nearest
and further interfering relay stations as follows.

E

Ios,3


= E

 

Ios,i∈Φos

Cr,osA(Dos,i), i = 3, 4, · · ·


= Cr,osE
 

Ios,i∈Φos

A(Dos,i), i = 3, 4, · · ·


= Cr,osγos

 dmax
os

Dos,2

A(x)dx. (34)

So we can get the interference in the tier of OS as a function
based on the second nearest distance Dos,2 and have

Ios(Dos,2) ≜ Ios. (35)
Similar to OS, the expectation of the interference in the tiers
of TB and HAP can be written as:






Itb(Dtb,2) ≜ Itb
= Cr,tbB(Dtb,2) + Cr,tbγtb

 dmax
tb

Dtb,2
B(x)dx

Ihap(Dhap,2) ≜ Ihap
= Cr,hapC(Dhap,2) + Cr,hapγhap

 dmax
hap

Dhap,2
C(x)dx

. (36)

D. Coverage probability
The formula of total CP in the SAGSIN is shown in

(27). This subsection gives the final expression of CP in the
SAGSIN. The CP of each type of relay in the SAGSIN can
be obtained by association probability times CP of that relay
on the specific relay station. Then the final expression can be

achieved by summing the coverage of the four relay stations.
Here, we can get the CP of OS in SAGSIN as follows.
EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


SINRos > τ |Dos, Dos,2



=EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P

Pr,os(Dos)

Ios + σ2
n

>τ
Dos, Dos,2



=EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


Pr,os(Dos)>τ


Ios + σ2

n

Dos, Dos,2


.

(37)
Since we have the expectation of the interference of OS in

(35), we can have

EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


SINRos > τ |Dos, Dos,2



=

 dmax
os

min(d′os,d
max
os )

 dmax
os

dos

Aos(dos)Ξos(dos,2|dos)

× fDos,2(dos,2|dos)ddos,2fDos(dos)ddos, (38)

where d′os =

(Xss −Xos)2 + (hss − hos)2, Aos(dos) is

shown in (28), and
Ξos(dos,2|dos)

=

A(dos) > τ


A(dos,2) + γos

 dmax
os

dos,2

A(x)dx+
σ2
n

Cr,os


.

(39)

Proof. See Appendix E.

Based on the results of association probability, the total CPs
in (27) is shown as follows. The detailed process of CP of OS
is given, and the calculations of the other three tiers are similar
to OS. The final expression of the total CP can be written as:

Pcov


SINR > τ



=

 dmax
os

min(d′os,d
max
os )

 dmax
os

dos

Aos(dos)Ξos(dos,2|dos)

× fDos,2(dos,2|dos)ddos,2fDos(dos)ddos

+

 dmax
tb

min(d′
bt

,dmax
tb

)

 dmax
tb

dtb

Atb(dtb)Ξtb(dtb,2|dtb)

× fDtb,2(dtb,2|dtb)ddtb,2fDtb(dtb)ddtb

+

 dmax
hap

min(d′
hap

,dmax
hap

)

 dmax
hap

dhap

Ahap(dhap)Ξhap(dhap,2|dhap)

× fDhap,2(dhap,2|dhap)ddhap,2fDhap(dhap)ddhap

+

 dmax
sat

min(hsat,d
max
sat )

Asat(dsat)

dsat<D−1(

τσ2
n

Cr,sat
)

fDsat(dsat)ddsat,

(40)
where Aos(dos), Atb(dtb), Ahap(dhap), Asat(dsat) are shown
in (28), (30), (31), (32), Ξos(dos,2|dos), Ξtb(dtb,2|dtb),
Ξhap(dhap,2|dhap) are CPs of OS, TB, HAP of each tier with
given their desired distance, d′os, d

′
tb, and d′hap are shown in

(29), hsat is the height of the SAT, PDF of the nearest distance
in each tier is shown in Lemma 1, PDF of the second nearest
distance conditioned on the nearest distance in each tier is
shown in Lemma 2. We give the final expressions of three
relay stations as follows, and since their derivation process
is similar, we only give the specific calculation process of
OS in Appendix E. The other two derivations can be obtained
accordingly.





Ξos(dos,2|dos)
=


A(dos) > τ


A(dos,2) + γos

 dmax
os

dos,2
A(x)dx+

σ2
n

Cr,os



Ξtb(dtb,2|dtb)
=


B(dtb) > τ


B(dtb,2) + γtb

 dmax
tb

dtb,2
B(x)dx+

σ2
n

Cr,tb



Ξhap(dhap,2|dhap)
=


C(dhap) > τ


C(dhap,2) + γhap

 dmax
hap

dhap,2
C(x)dx+

σ2
n

Cr,hap



.
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Remark 2. When the parameter of Xss increases to some
particular bounds, the four types of relays will be out of
choice in turns. Regarding the lower integral limits d′os re-
lated to OS, since d′os =


(Xss −Xos)2 + (hss − hos)2,

when Xss is greater than

(dmax

os )2 − (hss − hos)2 + Xos,
d′os will greater than dmax

os which indicate the perfor-
mance of related relay station turns unfruitful. Similar sit-
uations should happen in the tier of TB and HAP. When
Xss is greater than


(dmax

tb )2 − (hss − hos)2 + Xos and
(dmax

hap )
2 − (hss − hos)2+Xos, d′tb and d′hap will be greater

dmax
tb and dmax

hap which indicate the performance of related relay
stations turns unfruitful.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS

In this section, we will verify the accuracy of the derived
expression for the CP in SAGSIN using the Monte Carlo
simulation method. In addition, by comparing the coverage
performance of SAGSIN with a single relay station, we will
try to reveal some insights. The details of the simulation setup
are shown in Table I.

A. Results of analysis and simulation

Firstly, in Fig. 6, the CPs to SS with a single type of
relay station, including analysis and simulation results, are
shown, where we can see that all the analysis results match
with simulations well, it shows the credibility of the analysis.
In Fig. 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), OS, TB, and HAP achieve good
performance when the distance between SS and the coastline,
Xss is small. However, as Xss increases, they cannot cover
the SSs anymore, and the CPs drop to 0 quickly. Due to the
earth being a sphere, the maximum Xss that the OS can cover
is limited to around 22 km. Similarly, TB and HAP also have
maximum coverage distances, which are around 80 km and
500 km. When the distance between SS and the coastline is
greater than the maximum coverage distances of the relays,
the connections will be dropped. In this scenario, with the
increase of Xss, OS, TB, and HAP will take turns to gain the
performance advantage and be selected as the tagged relay
station.

In Fig. 6(d), we can see that SAT can cover a big range of
Xss, which is the biggest advantage of SAT-based communi-
cation. However, the CP performance is not very good, which
remains at the level of 0.42. Comparing the four different types
of relay stations’ coverage performance, from OS to TB, HAP,
and SAT, in the duration of their accessible range of Xss, the
obtainable best CPs for the four types of relays decrease (1,
0.85, 0.8, 0.42). Besides that, regarding the maximum Xss

(the first place that the CP equals 0) that each type of relay
can cover, the four maximum Xss related to OS, TB, HAP,
and SAT increase. It shows that with a small range of Xss

where more than one type of relay is available, we can have
different choices in different situations instead of relying on a
single relay station. In this case, a higher CP can be achieved.
In detail, we can see that when SS is near the coastline, OSs
perform a better CP. When the distance between SS and the

coastline increase, TB, HAP, and SAT will obtain a better CP
at different ranges, which shows the potential advantages of
SAGSINs.

To decide which type of relay station we should choose in
different ranges of Xss, association probabilities of the four
different types of relays should be calculated, and they are
shown in Fig. 7. Due to the advantage of the minor decay
caused by the short communication distance, the OS almost
keeps its association probability equal to 1 in the near-shore
scenario until the Xss reaches its maximum communication
distance, which is shown in Fig. 7(a). Comparing the associa-
tion probabilities of TB and HAP in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), we
can find that the association probability of TB is close to zero,
but the association probability of HAP is much higher. One
of the most important reasons is that the attenuation factor
of the TB channel is greater than the HAP channel (they
share the same channel model but apply different path loss
exponents). So, even though the signal from TB has a shorter
communication distance, the received signal’s power at SS
from TB is smaller than HAP. As the distance between SS and
the coastline increase, the power of the received signal from
HAP gradually decreases and turns smaller than the signal
received power from SAT. In the communication scenario
where SS is far away from the coastline where OS, TB, and
HAP are unavailable, the association probability of SAT will
reach 1, which is shown in Fig. 7(d).

Fig. 8 shows the advantages of SAGSIN that it can combine
the benefits of four different relay stations at different ranges of
the distance between SS and the coastline. Firstly, comparing
the dashed and solid lines, we can see that the simulation
results match the analysis results, which shows the correctness
and reliability of the theoretical analysis process in this paper.
The two red curves (dashed line and solid line with asterisk)
are the total CP of SAGSIN. The lines with different markers,
circles, plus signs, diamonds, and crosses, are the analysis CPs
of the single relay station, OS, TB, HAP, and SAT, and the
four dashed lines with the same color as the marked lines
are the four simulation results of CPs of the four different
types of single relay station. We can see that most of the time,
SAGSIN can integrate the advantages of every single type of
relay station and guarantee better performance in an extensive
range of Xss, where the distance between SS and the coastline
can reach thousands of kilometers.

At the same time, we can also find a trough of CP in
Fig. 8 at the point that Xss is near the maximum value of
HAP. Checking Fig. 6(c), we can see that during this range
of Xss, the CPs of OS and TB are 0, and the CP of HAP
is very low (almost 0). According to the association policy
in Section II, SS will connect to the relay station with the
strongest desired signal power. In this way, the signal power
from HAP is higher than the signal power from SAT with a
considerable probability, and the Ahap is around 0.6, as shown
in Fig. 7(c). However, the SINR of the signal from HAP is low,
and the CP of HAP at this condition is almost 0 (as shown
in Fig. 6(c)). In a word, when Xss is near the maximum value
of HAP, HAPs will have a high association probability but
with a low CP, which will result in a low total CP of SAGSIN
without an adaptive weight adjustment mechanism. A good
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TABLE I: Parameters used in the simulation.

Notation Parameter Value

Xos, Xtb, Xhap X coordinates of OS, TB, HAP 0, 0, 1000 (m)
hos, htb, hhap, hsat Heights of OS,TB, HAP, SAT 0.02, 0.5, 22, 550 (km)

hss Height of SS 1 m
γos, γtb, γhap Densities of OS, TB, HAP 2× 10−4, 10−4, 10−5

nsat Number of SAT at LEO 100
αtb, αhap,αsat Path loss exponent 2.7, 2.3, 2.3

s The average rain attenuation 2 dB
[38]

fos, ftb, fhap, fsat Frequency 2.4
[7]

, 1.5
[45]

, 2
[46]

, 20
[38]

(GHz)
Pt,os, Pt,tb, Pt,hap, Pt,sat Transmit power 30, 45, 45, 60 (dBm)
Gos

t , Gtb
t , Ghap

t , Gsat
t Transmit antenna gain 30, 30, 41, 41 (dB)

Gr Received antenna gain 10 dB
τ Decoding threshold -5 dB

way to solve this problem is to optimize the distance between
HAP and coastline Xhap.

In Fig. 9, the coverage performances with different Xhap are
revealed. As we can see that when Xhap = 50 km, the trough
in Fig. 8 can be removed. However, for other values of Xhap,
we can see that there exists a trough at different values of XSS.
This can be resolved by optimizing other system parameters,
as discussed later in Fig. 10. There are so many parameters
involved in our analysis process, such as densities of OS, TB,
and HAP, number of SAT, distances between the coastline and
the three relay stations (OS, TB, HAP), heights of OS, TB,
and HAP, etc., and we believe all of them can affect the final
coverage performance. Here, in Fig. 10, we show how the CP
varies with the parameters of γhap and hhap. In Fig. 10(a),
we can see that the previous trough in Fig. 9 led by the rise
of Xhap can be fixed at a degree by optimizing the density
of HAP, and the trough in Fig. 8 can also be removed with a
smaller γhap. In Fig. 10(b), we can see that the height can also
affect the CP of SAGSIN, especially in the range where the
HAP is regarded as the main functional relay station. Besides
that, in Fig. 10(b), we can see that a higher altitude does not
significantly extend the functional range of HAP (the range
that HAPs act as the main relay stations). On the contrary, at
an altitude of 70 km, the functional range of HAP seemed to
decrease. This is reasonable because with the rise of altitude,
the communication distance also increases, and the CP of HAP
will decrease, which leads to a smaller functional range of
HAP.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a SAGSIN system to improve
the CP of SSs over a large-scale and far-reaching ocean
surface. OS, TB, HAP, and SAT are designed to assist the
communication between CCBS and SSs, and the coverage
performance is analyzed. All communication scenarios were
presented with practical channel fading assumptions. Taking
the random distribution of SSs into consideration, the coverage
performance of each link and SAGSIN are analyzed in detail
using tools from stochastic geometry. The approximated and
asymptotic expression for the CP of each type of relay station

was derived, as well as the CP of SAGSIN. After that,
according to the analysis results, some insights are revealed
to promote the system performance in practical applications
and to provide a reference for large-scale and far-reaching
maritime communication designers. The correctness of the
coverage performance analysis has been verified through
Monte-Carlo simulations. Through a comparison of single-
relay networks and integrated networks, the superiority of our
proposed SAGSIN is revealed.

APPENDIX

A. PDF of the nearest distance in 1D-PPP, Dos.
Based on the theorem of PPP, we can get

FDos(dos)

= P(Dos ≤ dos)

= P(


(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2
os + (hos − hss)2 ≤ dos)

= P

0 ≤ Yos ≤


d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2



=

 √
d2os−(Xss−Xos)2−(hos−hss)2

0

γose
−γosyosdyos

= 1− exp

− γos


d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2


.

Derive FDos(dos) to get PDF of Dos as following.

fDos(dos) =
∂FDos(dos)

∂dos

= γosdos

d2os − (Xss −Xos)

2 − (hos − hss)
2− 1

2

× exp

− γos


d2os − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2


.

The PDF calculation process of Dtb or Dhap is very similar
to Dos, so we do not repeat the derivation.

B. CDF of the second nearest distance with given the nearest
distance in 1D-PPP, FDos,2


dos,2|yos


.

Based on the relationships between yos and dos,2, dos,2 and
dos,2 we can get

FDos,2


dos,2|yos


= P(Dos,2 < dos,2

yos)

= P(


(Xss −Xos)2 + Y 2
os,2 + (hos − hss)2 < dos,2

yos)

= P

Y 2
os,2 < d2os,2 − (Xss −Xos)

2 − (hos − hss)
2
yos
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Fig. 6: CP of a single type of relay station.

= P

0 < Yos,2 <


d2os,2 − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2

yos


=

 
d2os,2−(Xss−Xos)2−(hos−hss)2

yos

f

yos,2|yos


dyos,2

=

 
d2os,2−(Xss−Xos)2−(hos−hss)2

yos

γos exp

−γos(yos,2−yos)


dyos,2

= 1−exp

−γos


d2os,2 − (Xss −Xos)2 − (hos − hss)2 − yos


.

C. CDF of Dsat.

• If Dsat < hsat, we have P(Dsat > dsat) = 1.
• If hsat ≤ dsat ≤ dmax

sat , then we have the contact distance
distribution.

P(Dsat > dsat)

= P(there is no SAT on the curve of the spherical cap)

=

P(zϕ < zd)

nsat

=

P

rd cos(ϕ) < zd

nsat

=

P

ϕ > arccos(

zd
rd

)

+ P


ϕ < − arccos(

zd
rd

)
nsat

=

1− 1

π
arccos(

zd
rd

)
nsat

=

1− 1

π
arccos


1− d2sat − h2

sat

2rerd

nsat

.

• If dsat > dmax
sat , we have

P

Dsat > dsat)

= P

all the ϕ are bigger than ϕmax, ϕmax= arccos(

re
rd

)


=

P

ϕ > arccos(

re
rd

)
nsat

=

1− 1

π
arccos

 re
rd

nsat

.

So, we can have Fdsat(Dsat) = 1− P

Dsat > dsat).

D. Association Probability of OS.

Based on the association policy, we can calculate Aos(Dos)
as follows.

Aos(Dos)

= P

Cr,osA(Dos) > Cr,tbB(Dtb)



× P

Cr,osA(Dos) > Cr,hapC(Dhap)



× P

Cr,osA(Dos) > Cr,satD(Dsat)



= P

B(Dtb) <

Cr,os

Cr,tb
A(Dos)


P

C(Dhap) <

Cr,os

Cr,hap
A(Dos)



× P

D(Dsat) <

Cr,os

Cr,sat
A(Dos)



=

 ∞

d′
tb


(dtb ≤ dmax

tb )

B(dtb) <

Cr,os

Cr,tb
A(Dos)



+ (dtb > dmax
tb )


fDtb(dtb)ddtb
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Fig. 7: Association probabilities of four relay stations.

×
 ∞

d′
hap


(dhap ≤ dmax

hap )

C(dhap) <

Cr,os

Cr,hap
A(Dos)



+ (dhap > dmax
hap )


fDhap(dhap)ddhap

×

1− FDsat


D−1 Cr,os

Cr,sat
A(Dos)


,

where d′tb =

(Xss −Xtb)2 + (hss − htb)2, and d′hap =

(Xss −Xhap)2 + (hss − hhap)2.

E. CP of OS in the SAGSIN.
Based on the association policy, we can calculate Aos(Dos)

as follows.

EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


SINRos > τ |Dos, Dos,2



= EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)

× P

Cr,osA(Dos) > τ


Cr,osA(Dos,2) + Ios,3 + σ2

n

Dos, Dos,2


.

Since we have expectation of Ios,3 as E[Ios,3] =

Cr,osγos
 dmax

os

Dos,2
A(x)dx, so we can have

EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


SINRos > τ

Dos, Dos,2



= EDos,2EDos


Aos(Dos)P


A(Dos) > τ


A(Dos,2)

+ γos

 dmax
os

Dos,2

A(x)dx+
σ2
n

Cr,os

Dos, Dos,2



=

 dmax
os

min(d′os,d
max
os )

 dmax
os

dos

Aos(dos)Ξos(dos,2
dos)

× fDos,2(dos,2|dos)ddos,2fDos(dos)ddos,

where d′os =

(Xss −Xos)2 + (hss − hos)2, Aos(dos) is

shown in (28), and
Ξos(dos,2|dos)

=

A(dos)> τ


A(dos,2) + γos

 dmax
os

dos,2

A(x)dx+
σ2
n

Cr,os


.
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